My daughter chose Missouri S&T 1870.
Limited license waiver

Subject to the terms of this license waiver, Missouri University of Science and Technology grants companies a one-time, non-transferable, non-exclusive right to reproduce the attached yard sign for the purpose described below. Missouri S&T represents that it has the right to grant the license herein. All other rights to the logo, including without limitation, copyright and all other rights, are retained by S&T.

Purpose
Companies who are not licensed for Missouri University of Science and Technology through CLC are extended a one-time, non-transferable authorization to print the attached design for customers. No royalties will be expected or collected. Companies who are licensed through CLC for S&T should follow the standard submission process for vendors.

No company may alter, crop or modify the attached design with the above permitted uses. The company may make a back-up copy of the image(s) for internal back-up purposes provided Missouri S&T's copyright and any logo identifying information is retained with the file.

Restrictions on Use
Except as provided herein, no company may:
• Sublicense, sell, assign, convey or transfer any of its rights under this Agreement.
• Use any logo in advertising.
• Incorporate the logo into a trademark or service mark.

Questions
For any questions about this one-time use agreement, please contact Mindy Limback, director of creative services, at limbackm@mst.edu or 573-341-4268.